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01     

For possibilities you 
didn’t know exist 
within a city.

01

Are you on the lookout for emerging markets, 
untapped potential, and positive ROI? Find 
these plus a pool of talent, government 
incentives, low corporate taxes, and more in 
Klaipėda. Confront your international rivals by 
establishing your business in a city that offers 
an unmatched cost-quality ratio.

WHY KLAIPĖDA?



The West of
Lithuania.

02

Human capital, business incentives, 
quality of life, an actual work-life balance. 
That’s Klaipėda. And now it calls for doers 
and makers. Explore untapped, booming 
potential.

top
EU port in the Baltic 
sea for shipment 
handling volume

first
and most 
successful FEZ in 
the Baltics

#3
largest GDP in 
Lithuania generated by 
Klaipėda county  

2021

#1
region for quality of 
life in Lithuania 
Lithuanian Municipality 

index, 2019

MEMBER OF:

EBPOUN WTO NATO IMF EU EUROZONE



Facts support 
business opportunities, 
not opinions.

03 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

1 day
to register a business 
using an e-signature

fez
awarded in fDi Magazine 
Global Free Economic 
Zone of the Year Awards 
2020 fDi Intelligence, 2020

top
region in regard to 
welfare - education, 
social security, viable 
economy - in Lithuania 
Municipal Welfare Index, 2019

#3

#5 100% 11

globally for digital and 
technological skills 
availability IMD World 

Competitiveness Yearbook, 2020

globally National 
Cyber Security Index 
E-governance Academy 

Foundation, 2021

of 4G broadband 
European Commission, Digital 

Economy and Society Index, 

2020

out of 162 countries 
evaluated Economic 
Freedom of the World 
The Human Freedom Index, 2020

16
out of 110 countries 
evaluated Digital 
Quality of Life Index 
Digital Quality of Life Index, 2021

There’s plenty of room for potential 
investment projects, business growth, and 

opportunities. Benefit from the EU’s 
northernmost ice-free port that links to 

Scandinavia, the CEE, and Asia. 
All-year-round.



These are Klaipėda’s 
economic ambitions, all 
to be realised by 2030.

04

the region‘s economyDouble

new jobs25,000

2,000

 new FDI projects100

1,5 billion

 increase in exports originating in Lithuania200 %

increase in population40,000

 increase in salaries (Eur)700

 one of the higher education institutions based in 
Klaipėda rated globally Among the top 500

of the employees work for innovative companies75 %

accommodated tourists400,000

new companies

 of foreign direct investments (Eur)

https://klaipedaid.lt/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Klaipeda-2030-Full-strategy-and-action-plan-ENG.pdf


World-class talent, 
affordable.

05 TALENT POOL

Klaipėda remains the most 

competitive among the three 

largest cities in Lithuania in 

rental and salary costs. The 

talent pool is multilingual, 

creative, and innovative. 

Moreover, Klaipėda is home 

to 13 educational institutions; 

thus, a continuous flow of 

new talent to the city is 

guaranteed.

8000+ students01
in Klaipeda 2021

50+ countries03
International University with 
70% international student 
population representing more 
than 50 countries.

250+ study programs04
flexible, adaptive, Investors’ 
Spotlight-awarded study 
programs

900+ students 02
from abroad 2021

61 English-taught programs05
 in higher education 
institutions in Klaipėda 2020

85% proficiency06
in English among young 
professionals in Lithuania 
Lithuanian Department of Statistics, 2019

WE ARE CONSTANTLY WORKING ON: 

Renewing study programs every year

Cyber security Bootcamp

Organizing integration events

Initiating reskilling programs

Creating & fostering professionals‘ communities

Undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral programs in Biology 
and Marine Biotechnology, Hydrology and Oceanography, 
Marine Transport Engineering, Oil and Gas Process 
Engineering, Liquefied Natural Gas Terminal Engineering, 
and others.

Industry-focused programs. 

Highly qualified specialists that come from abroad or other 
Lithuanian cities and work under an employment contract for 
at least one year are entitled to receive €2000 for housing 
rent compensation (per application), €400 for Lithuanian 
courses (per application), and assistance with integration for 
the whole family.

Talent incentive.



Ground, sea, and air 
pathways for logistics. 

06 CONNECTIVITY MAP

The port connects Klaipėda to everyone 
across and beyond the Baltic Sea. Rail and 
road connections further enhance 
connectivity. Plus, Klaipėda International 
Airport is just a 30-minute drive away, 
connecting to business hubs in Scandinavia, 
Riga, and London.

KLAIPĖDA

12 hours
KARLSHAMN

7 days
ISTAMBUL

22 hours
KØGE

22 hours
KIEL

16 hours
TRELLEBORG

1 hour 5 min
COPENHAGEN

2 hours 15 min
LONDON

1 hour 25 min
OSLO

45 min
RIGA

2 hours 15 min
KYIV

1 day
MUUGA

5 days
BUCHAREST

6 days
STARA ZAGORA

2 days
TILBURG

https://www.palanga-airport.lt/en/
https://www.traukiniobilietas.lt/portal/info/lgmap


An international port 
that connects AI, IoT, 
automatisation, and 
digitalisation together.

07 PORT OF KLAIPĖDA

Long-standing traditions, combined with 
modern technologies, create an ecosystem 
with unlimited possibilities. 
Manufacturing, logistics, shipbuilding, and 
other industries benefit from the port’s 
deep-water, ice-free services 24/7/365.

EU Port in Baltic Sea 
in handling 
Klaipėda Port, 2020 

companies
Klaipėda Port, 2021 

loading tariffs and 
port taxes 

leading 350+ flexible

200,000 DWT dry-cargo vessels
170,000 DWT tankers
19,500 TEU container carriers

direct entry for MSC 
maritime services 

meters depth of the entrance 
channel and 15.0 m depth of the 
inner channel

capacity MSC 15.5

liquefied natural gas bunkering 
services provided

the northernmost ice-free port 
on the east side of the Baltic Sea

expansion plans include 
dredging of port waters up to -17 
m and increasing traffic capacity 
of port access motor and railways

LNG ice-free plans



Strong in key 
sectors but 
welcoming all 
industries alike. 

08

HOME TO:

INDUSTRIES



01     

01
Blue economy. 

Klaipėda’s main 
economic driver is its 
Marine cluster. 
Shipbuilding, repair, and 
design combined with 
logistics and stevedoring 
at the city’s port and 
surroundings comprise 
an integrated high-value 
Marine cluster. Perfect 
breeding ground for 
innovation for small and 
large companies.

Knowledge-based blue economy 
competencies include:

R&D

Aquaculture

Aquatic Biochemistry

LNG

3D Modelling

Modern Engineering Systems

Executive Program in Blue Economy

Find out more  Find out more  

Klaipėda is a unique 
transport hub in 
Lithuania and the region. 
Locations with sea 
access, airports, roads, 
and railway facilities are 
booming in the logistics 
and transportation 
industries.

Klaipėda Science and Technology Park
 and the Lithuanian LNG Cluster carry out 

several projects in the field of logistics 
innovations:

Innovations in Logistics

Innovative LNG Transport Container

02
Logistics

INDUSTRIES

https://klaipedaid.lt/blue-economy/
https://klaipedaid.lt/logistics/


03
Manufacturing.

With a strong tradition of 
creating top-flight, 
industry-specific talent, 
Klaipėda is the perfect 
city for manufacturing 
companies looking to 
grow. 

The city is a regional hub for testing, 
component manufacturing, and Industry 

4.0 – making it a natural competence 
hub for this sector. Industry 

competencies include:

Find out more  Find out more  

Klaipėda sees the automotive industry as a 
great driver for its economy. Thus, the 
development of the sector is a priority. 

04
Automotive.

Offshore and metal structures 

Ship building 

Plastics and chemicals 

Electric vehicles and components 

Food, beverages, and tobacco 

Wood processing and furniture 

https://klaipedaid.lt/manufacturing/
https://klaipedaid.lt/automotive/


territory in Klaipeda city
TECHNOLOGY PARK

resort area development 
GIRULIAI & MELNRAGE 

resort area development 
CURONIAN SPIT 

development 
PORT TERRITORY

development 
MEMELIS CITY 

on the south side of the city by the sea 
RECREATIONAL TERRITORY 

territory conversion 
AB KLAIPEDOS ENERGIJA

development
FEZ TERRITORY

Innovation 
Ecosystem.

Teams from other Lithuanian cities and abroad 
are attracted to Klaipėda’s growing 
community of startups. Together they are 
building a strong creative hub for innovators 
and unicorns.

Open investment opportunities available now.
Steeped in maritime tradition and home to the 
EU’s most profitable ice-free port, Klaipėda is 

growing. Explore business opportunities and 
find out how you can grow in the city.

Start-ups from outside Lithuania can now take 
advantage of the recently introduced 
Lithuanian startup visa, which help ensure an 
easy set-up and soft landing for teams looking 
to change the market with fresh ideas.

The information and communication 
technology industry is one of the engines of 
urban growth and development. Small and 
medium-sized ICT enterprises in the Klaipėda 
region are expanding and developing.

With a strong tradition of 
creating top-flight, 
industry-specific talent, 
Klaipėda is the perfect 
city for manufacturing 
companies looking to 
grow. 

Find out more  

Klaipėda sees the automotive industry as a 
great driver for its economy. Thus, the 
development of the sector is a priority. 
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https://klaipedaid.lt/city-development/
https://klaipedaid.lt/innovation/


Find out more  

You might qualify for European Union funds. Use the tool 
to find the relevant funds for your field of operation 

The Green Corridor Package for large-scale investment projects – 
cuts red-tape and offers 0% corporate income tax for up to 20 years for 
businesses that create at least 150 new full-time jobs in manufacturing, 

data processing, or internet server hosting services and that invest at 
least €20 million CAPEX.

INCENTIVES

EU support

Investment projects 
get government support. 

National Green Corridor

Business incentives 
that last.

10

Klaipėda offers you a range of incentives     
that will help you secure and develop your 
business growth.

The Green Corridor for large-scale investors in Klaipėda. Businesses 
that invest at least €1,000,000 and create at least 10 jobs in Klaipėda 

get construction permits 50% faster plus red tape reduction.
Green Corridor

The municipality of Klaipėda offers up to €1800 per employee for 
newly-established or expanding service centers and ICT companies in 

Klaipėda that create and maintain at least 6 jobs for 2,5 years.Rental reimbursement

Highly qualified specialists that come from abroad or other Lithuanian 
cities and work under an employment contract for at least 1 year are 

entitled to get €2,000 for housing rent compensation (per 
application), €400 for Lithuanian courses (per application) and 

assistance with integration for the whole family.

For talents

https://www.esgalimybes.lt


A city that invites you 
to find a balanced life - 
good quality of life.

11 WORK LIFE BALANCE

#1 region 01
for quality of life in Lithuania 
Municipal Welfare Index, 2020

UNESCO03
heritage in the city

endless04
walking paths in many forests 
around the city, water sports 
and much more to make every 
day feel special 

getting around05
is easy, and usually takes less 
than 30 minutes wherever you 
want to go

1/3 covered in nature02
one third of Klaipeda’s territory 
is covered by trees, parks, and 
forests 

Klaipėdians have a 
luxury unlike any other 
— nature is always at 
hand. The beach and 
the forest are a short 
distance away. There’s 
something to do all year 
round, no matter the 
season. A Scandinavian 
climate truly brings 
Klaipėdians closer to 
nature.



Klaipėda ID - here to 
change the city and its 
lives. 
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Klaipėda ID is a non-profit city development 
agency founded by Klaipėda Municipality. Its 
mission is to support both international and 
local businesses by providing information and 
on-the-ground advice. It is also dedicated to 
attracting more top-tier talent to the city.

practical on the ground advice to scale up 
your business (tête-à-tête approach)Provide

in talent attraction  

in talent relocation 

Assist

between educational institutions 
and business needs  Facilitate

Guide

your business to be more visibleHelp

you get business incentivesAdvise & help

WE’RE HERE TO:

Klaipėdians have a 
luxury unlike any other 
— nature is always at 
hand. The beach and 
the forest are a short 
distance away. There’s 
something to do all year 
round, no matter the 
season. A Scandinavian 
climate truly brings 
Klaipėdians closer to 
nature.

KLAIPĖDA ID

https://klaipedaid.lt


www.klaipedaid.lt

Klaipėda ID
Šaulių str. 32-5, Klaipėda,
info@klaipedaid.lt
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